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This presentation covers an emergent adaptation of Outcome 
Harvesting that integrates Attitude Change, for the evaluation of peace 
programs that address identity-based conflict. This approach is also 
anticipated to be useful in other programs in which Attitude Change is 
essential for achieving Outcomes and/or understanding how Outcomes 
happen. The presenters will address: why and how Attitude Change is 
being integrated, what value it has added in pilot evaluations, and next 
steps for further refinement and dissemination through Tearfund. 



Why add Attitude Change to OH?
1) To contextualize OH for certain types of projects
OH as a goal-free approach often fits peacebuilding well: complex contexts; frequent 
emphasis on emergent participant-led planning. However…

OH focuses on changes in behaviour. Outcome = Behaviour Change. Rightly so, because 
behaviour is observable and verifiable.

Yet in certain types of projects, Attitude Change is essential for achieving Outcomes 
and/or understanding how Outcomes happen.

Interreligious 
peacebuilding 

(piloted)

Other types of 
peacebuilding on 

identity-based conflict

Other applications?
- Gender transformative 

approaches?
- Engaging religious congregations 

in development?



Why add Attitude Change to OH?
2) To increase OH’s relevance to faith-based practitioners

OH as a goal-free approach often suits religious sector practitioners well: 
their culture may value emergence over detailed pre-planning. However…

Attitudes matter deeply to faith-based practitioners. 

“For religious peacebuilders, attitudinal change is not 
merely a precursor to behavioural change. Instead, it 
is viewed as a central, underlying dynamic that 
pervades the entire transformation process.” – Steele 
& Wilson-Grau 2016, p.8



Attitude as an umbrella term for 
all the invisible things that happen 
inside of a person:
• Mindsets
• Perceptions
• Fears
• Knowledge
• Beliefs
• Etc.

What do we mean by ‘Attitude?’
Attitude Change may 

sound like …
We have developed an unprecedented 
level of trust. That’s very rare among 

people from our different ethnic 
groups.

I was surprised to see a girl leading a 
mixed-gender team. That’s unusual in 
our community. But now I believe they 

are doing the right thing.



How: Core Concepts in OH + AC
Principles

• All standard OH principles still 
apply (Wilson-Grau 2018).

• The addition of Attitude 
Changes (AC) should not 
compromise the clear 
definition of what is an 
Outcome (Behaviour Change).

• Outcomes (Behaviour Changes 
or BCs) remain the conceptual 
backbone of the OH process. 



How: 6 Steps

Steps to Outcome Harvesting + Attitude Change

1. Plan the Harvest

2. Identify and 
document
Behaviour Changes 
+ Attitude Changes

3. Engage with 
sources to refine 
documentation of 
Behaviour Changes 
+ Attitude Changes

4. Substantiate
Behaviour Changes 
& understand 
Attitude Changes

5. Analyse & 
interpret

6. Support 
application of 
findings



How: Start with the Right Question
We ask project participants:

What changes in behavior or attitude have you 
observed during this project?

… because most participants do not distinguish between 
behaviour and attitude. (That is the evaluator’s job!)

…and because asking about behaviour without attitude 
does not resonate with many faith-based practitioners.

‘Outcome’ is unclear to most local participants. Just say 
what you mean: ‘Behaviour Change’ (BC).

…



How: Organize the Data

Description of Behaviour Change Contribution of the 
Project to the 

Behaviour Change

Significance of the 
Behaviour Change

Linked Attitude 
Change(s)

1

2

3



How: Substantiate & Understand

OH+AC recommends two substantiators per BC:
-> always include the person who experienced the BC – to verify and 
understand the AC, its link to the BC, and the process of change
-> wherever possible include an additional independent observer

You cannot substantiate an AC! But you can:
-> triangulate it against the linked BC and other data 

-> understand it – to gain insights for future programming – including 
deeper analysis through qualitative coding etc.



EX: Project  “Peace,” Upper Egypt (Tearfund)
Pilot project aimed to bring together young people across faiths to 
learn, engage and work collaboratively in order to contribute to 
peacebuilding in their city

• 10 different training camps of 4-5 days each
• Strong emphasis on individual internal change
• Context in which there are very few opportunities for mixed faith (and 

mixed gender) socializing

External evaluation 2019 
• Aimed to identify changes influenced by the project during the pilot phase, 

and inform next–phase strategy 
• Few monitoring documents – changes identified through interviews
• Helped project team to think more clearly about Behaviour Change



Participant’s “Raw Story”
Asking about both Behaviour and Attitude facilitated data collection - because most 
informants do not distinguish. The distinction was made later by the evaluator.

“I witnessed Mahmoud change a lot during his participation in this project. He’s much more 
accepting now. The one negative was that it was difficult for him to go from our workshop space 
back to his day to day life, since we became like a family during the project. He’s much better at 
communicating now. Mahmoud is now clearly expressing his feelings when we get into 
arguments and he is much easier to talk to. He has begun engaging in our community more and 
is actively looking for ways to create situations where Muslims and Christians can engage with 
one another. He was even accepted an invitation to speak a few words during a Sunday service  
at a Protestant church in his village. That Pastor has been working for some time to try and 
build positive relationships between his congregation and the village at large since Muslim / 
Christian relationships are neither prevalent nor very positive in our governorate.”

Red = Potential Behaviour Change
Green = Potential Attitude Change



Mahmoud El 
Oraby (male, 21, 
Muslim) visited a 
Christian church 
in his village for 
the first time in 
January 2018 
and shared a few 
words during the 
Sunday service. 

Nancy 
Hany, 22, 
Christian, 
fellow 
participant, 
as reported 
to evaluator 
Malaka 
Refai on 
July 
17,2019.

The project 
created and 
facilitated a 
safe space for 
inter-faith self-
expression, 
listening and 
learning over 
time. 

Both 
Mahmoud and 
the Pastor 
Daniel, the 
inviting pastor, 
have 
participated in 
”Youth Now” 
and “Engage” 
(other 
peacebuilding 
projects) at 
the same time.

In this context, 
it is very 
unusual for a 
Muslim to visit 
a church, let 
alone speak 
during the 
service. Other 
project 
participants 
visited the 
church with 
Mahmoud, 
having decided 
to do so 
together.

Self-
confidence. 
Previously, he 
felt passive 
and just “let 
life sort of 
happen to 
him.” Now he 
has the 
confidence to 
take risks for 
peace.

Description of 
Behaviour Change 

Source Contribution of 
Project

Contribution 
of Other 
Actors or 
Factors 

Significance Related 
Attitude 
Change 

Sample Outcome (BC) Statement



So What?
Process learning

• Understanding ACs opens up 
clarity on the process through 
which BCs happen. 

• A single AC could allow for a 
number of different BCs to 
occur – and vice versa.

• ACs may lead to BCs quickly –
or slowly – or not at all!

Project utilization

• Project now includes the 
Pastor and other local peace 
projects when making plans

• Increased explicit awareness of 
the importance of self-
confidence and personal 
development in peace 
initiatives involving youth.





Next Steps @ Tearfund
Ø Finalize publication of OH+AC Toolkit (trial version)
Ø Training & accompaniment for internal OH+AC resource people
Ø More OH+AC pilot evaluations – e.g. peacebuilding, advocacy, 

catalytic programming, church & community transformation
Ø Refine OH+AC based on pilot learnings, & embed it within existing 

M&E system

To receive the OH+AC Toolkit:

- Be sure you are signed up for 

OH Community emails

- OR give Michelle Garred 

your email address right now 

via Zoom text chat



Presenter Contacts
Mariam Tadros, Peacebuilding Specialist and Co-Lead of Fragile States 
Unit, Tearfund, Mariam.Tadros@tearfund.org

Michelle Garred, Principal Consultant, Ripple – Peace Research & 
Consulting LLC, michelle@michellegarred.net

Malaka Refai, Independent Consultant, malaka.refai@gmail.com



- OH COMMUNITY WEBINARS -
Monitoring Indigenous-Led Transformation in Health Care Organizations with 

Outcome Harvesting

- August 25th 2020, 4pm CET -

Heidi Schaeffer, Advancing Change Together (ACT) Consulting & Chair of 
Outcome Mapping Learning Community

Moderator: Carmen Wilson-Grau, OH Community facilitator
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